We consider several graph embedding problems which have applications in parallel and distributed computing and which have been unsolved so far. Our major result is that the complete binary tree can be embedded into the square grid of the same size with almost optimal dilation (up to a very small factor). To achieve this, we rst state an embedding of the complete binary tree into the line with optimal dilation.
A lot of work has been done in the area of VLSI layout. The general problem of laying out trees (i.e. the embedding of trees into 2-dimensional meshes) is discussed in FP80] and RS81]. Layouts of complete binary trees are investigated in several papers. The well-known H-tree construction from Ull84] and the improved embeddings in Go87] and SY88] all have O( p n) dilation and constant expansion (i.e. the number of processors only increases by a constant factor), whereas the modi ed H-tree construction from PRS81], Ull84] has O( p n= log n) dilation at a constant expansion matching the lower bound of ( p n= log n) from Ull84] . An embedding of the complete binary tree into its optimal square mesh, i.e. a square mesh of the same size, with dilation O( p n) and edge congestion 2] is presented in Zi90]. As our main result, we will present a near optimal embedding of the complete binary tree into its optimal square grid. In section 4 we will prove the following theorem:
Theorem 2:
The complete binary tree T(k) can be embedded into its optimal square mesh with dilation at most In terms of the number n of the nodes, we are able to state for the rst time that the dilation for embedding the complete binary tree into its optimal square mesh is in ( p n= log n).
Our mapping does not even exploit the whole mesh structure. It only needs a substructure shaped like a "twofold comb\. The details of this construction are investigated in section 4. For the proof of Theorem 2, we will use the embedding of a complete binary tree into the line. In section 3, we will construct an algorithm, called tree into line, which computes such an embedding:
Theorem 1:
The algorithm tree into line computes an embedding of any complete binary tree into the line with optimum dilation l = d(2 k ? 1)=ke. for the dilation of any embedding. To our knowledge, this is the rst time that an optimal upper bound is reported. According to CCDG82], only the trivial upper bound of (no. of nodes) ? 1 = 2 k+1 ? 2 has been proven so far. In Ch88], an optimal upper bound of d(2 k ? 1)=ke is stated. But the construction given there is incomplete. In this paper, we extend the construction of Ch88] and correct it in this way. The idea of our algorithm laying out the complete binary tree in the line is surprisingly simple. Basically, it proceeds by laying out the nodes of the tree roughly from left to right into "blocks\ of a certain size. For later use | the embedding of the complete binary tree into the mesh | the algorithm distributes the leaves almost evenly into the line. The technical details and an analysis of the algorithm are given in section 3. 
Bandwidth of Complete Binary Trees
In this section we will describe the embedding of a complete binary tree into the line with optimal dilation. Let T be a complete binary tree of height k with root r. We have to describe an embedding of T into the line with dilation l = d(2 k ? 1)=ke.
To be more precise: Let r 0 (r 00 ) be the left (right) son of r and T 0 (T 00 ) the complete subtree with r 0 (r 00 ) as root. We will describe the embedding of T 0 into k blocks of length l such that r 0 is located in the rightmost block. By embedding T 00 as a mirror image of the embedding of T 0 we get an embedding of T by placing r in the middle between the two embeddings of T 0 and T 00 . So we just have to describe the embedding of T 0 .
Before presenting the precise algorithm we will give an informal and incomplete description. Let B 1 ; B 2 ; :::B k be k blocks of length l, i.e. B i = f(i ? 1) l; :::; i l ? 1g for 1 i k. These blocks will be lled step by step. In the rst step block B 1 is lled with the l leftmost leaves of T 0 . In the i-th step the block B i is lled with the parents of nodes located within B i?1 . The remaining free positions in B i are lled with the leftmost unplaced leaves of T 0 . The algorithm described so far matches the algorithm from Chung Ch88]. We will see in the following that this algorithm is incorrect.
To get a better view of this lling up technique and to develop a full description we take a closer look at the case k = 2 k Also block B log(l)+2 may take all parents of nodes of block B log(l)+1 , but after block B log(l)+2 we have to consider also the descendants of node x as well. In our algorithm we will insert also descendants of node x into block B log(l)+3 (see Figure 1) . With this modi cation we are now able to state our full algorithm.
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The algorithm tree into line computes an embedding of any complete binary tree into the line with optimum dilation l = d(2 k ? 1)=ke.
Proof:
The proof of correctness for this algorithm uses some complex estimations, which we will not present here. Just the basic ideas are given. When l is not a power of 2, then there may be in any block B i a node and some of its descendants (see Figure 2 ). But these descendants are placed by step 3.1 into the block, they are parents of nodes within block B i?1 . As long as there are no nodes placed into a block by step 3.2 the correctness of the algorithm follows from:
Step 3.1 does not exceed the claimed dilation, because of the left to right motion within step 3.1.
The number of parents of a block B i is less than l, thus they t into block B i+1 .
The two conditions from above are easy to verify. Using some not very di cult estimations we conclude:
Step 3.2 inserts only nodes into the blocks B j for dk ? log(k)e < j k. Thus algorithm tree into line works correctly for the rst dk ? log(k)e blocks.
When step 3.2 is involved we have to estimate the number of nodes inserted into a block B i by step 3.2. These estimations will be presented in the nal paper. 2
In the next section this embedding is used to embed the complete binary tree into a mesh.
For that embedding we need some very precise information about the positions on the line to which the leaves of T are mapped.
Lemma 1: Let T be a complete binary tree with height k and l = d(2 k ? 1)=ke. Consider the embedding of T determined by the algorithm tree into line. Let x 1 ; x 2 ; :::x 2 k with x i < x i+1 for 1 i < 2 k be the positions to which the leaves of T are mapped. Then 2 i ? l x i 2 i + l holds for all 1 i 2 k .
Embedding Complete Binary Trees into Square Meshes
In this section, we will show how to use the optimum bandwidth embedding from Section 3 in order to embed the complete binary tree T(k) into its optimal square mesh with low dilation.
To be more precise, we prove the following theorem:
The complete binary tree T(k) can be embedded into its optimal square mesh with dilation at most Letf be the minimum bandwidth embedding of T((k ? 1)=2) (into the path of length m ? 1) as speci ed in section 3. We will now describe the embedding f of T(k) into M.
The overall embedding scheme of f is displayed in Figure 4 .
1. First, the tree T 0 is embedded into the (m=2)-th row of M by usingf and leaving the last node in that row empty.
2. Then, for each i, 1 i m, the i-th node of level (k + 1)=2 of T(k), i.e. the root of T i , is mapped to the i-th node of the (m=2 + 1)-st row of M.
3. Finally, for each i, 1 i m, the tree T i is embedded into the i-th column of the mesh M by using the embeddingf and leaving the (m=2)-th row of M empty. As mentioned before, we do not even need the whole mesh structure, but only a substructure shaped like a "twofold comb\. For the correctness and low dilation of our embedding, we use the following properties of the embeddingf as constructed in Section 3:
f always maps the root of a tree to the middle node of the line. Therefore, the root of T i , 1 i m, is mapped to the same position by the second and the third step of the embedding f. In the rst step, all the positions in the horizontal direction are multiplied by a factor of p 2 and possibly rounded to the next highest integer. In the second step, the columns containing the nodes of the tree are squeezed together to form a snakelike line. For each column, this can be done in such a way that the previous distances are reduced by a factor of p 2 plus a small additive constant of c. In the same way, this can be achieved simultaneously for all columns containing tree nodes. Our technique to square up grids should be contrasted to squeezing and folding techniques used in AR82] and Ell88]. Our approach works a lot better, because we only have to square up a structure shaped like a "twofold comb\. We do not have to consider all the edges of the mesh M. To between their image nodes in M 0 . Hence, we achieve the desired dilation.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have devised a technique to determine the exact bandwidth of the complete binary tree and presented an embedding into the grid which is nearly optimal. But there are some more results achievable by our technique. It can also be applied for X-trees, d-dimensional meshes and k-ary trees. The corresponding results which can be achieved are as follows: By applying a recursive embedding technique, we can determine an upper bound for the bandwidth of the complete ternary tree which is at most (optimal bandwidth) (1 + ); where is a very small constant, > 0. For the bandwidth of k-ary trees we have also proved near optimal embeddings. In addition, our technique also embeds the X-tree with bandwidth O(n= log n). With a slight modi cation of the technique, we get an embedding of the X-tree into the square mesh with dilation O( p n= log n). The factors involved may be improved considerably.
Combining this with the fact that every binary tree can be embedded with O(1) dilation into an X-tree of the same size, Mo91], we have an e cient embedding of any arbitrary binary tree into the mesh. The techniques described above are also applicable for embeddings into d-dimensional meshes. In this context, they also lead to near optimal results. As far as embeddings of general trees into meshes are concerned, we will have to do further research on whether and how the bandwidth results can be used for any mesh embedding. Maybe, known results on embeddings between di erent kinds of meshes could be helpful here, AK88, AR82, Ell88]. Also, it should be interesting to nd out whether the embeddings can still be improved if the whole mesh structure is taken into account.
